P atients undergoing treatment for cancer experience a myriad of disease-and treatment-related symptoms. Fatigue, excessive daytime sleepiness, pain, depressed mood, and disturbed sleep are among the most common symptoms self-reported by patients undergoing treatment for cancer. [1] [2] [3] [4] The rate of insomnia in cancer patients exceeds that of the general population and varies according to the definition used to make this diagnosis. The percentage of patients meeting formal criteria for an insomnia disorder has been reported at 19%, 5 and patients selfreporting disturbed sleep is as high as 63%. 6 Nocturnal sleep duration, as measured objectively by ambulatory polysomnography, has been shown to be shorter in patients with cancer. 7 In addition to decreased total sleep time at night, patients demonstrate increased sleep fragmentation and increased sleep time during the day.
Understanding the causal direction among these symptoms will lead to improved symptom management strategies. This is especially important in the context of cancer, in which symptom management is needed to assure delivery of optimal antineoplastic treatment. Fatigue can be a dose-limiting toxicity, leading to dose reduction or treatment discontinuation, thereby reducing treatment efficacy. Several recent studies have shown a systematic relation between sleep, depression, pain, and fatigue. For example, insomnia has been linked with increased rates of depression, decreased quality of life, and increased fatigue in other patient populations. [8] [9] [10] Recent work has also shown decreased pain thresholds in research subjects following sleep deprivation. 11 Clinical management of cancer is complicated by these symptoms, and supportive care interventions may be needed to facilitate the successful delivery of planned treatment regimens.
It is difficult to understand the significance of a single symptom in isolation since there are complex patterns of co-variation expected among these symptoms. In the past it was thought that insomnia occurred as a consequence of depression, such that the term secondary insomnia was used to describe insomnia in the presence of depression. Studies have now shown that individuals with chronic insomnia are at increased risk to develop depression, 12 suggesting a bi-directional relation between these conditions. Fatigue and pain have both been shown to commonly co-occur with insomnia. The same pattern has been noted in the relation between pain and disturbed sleep, such that pain is noted to cause insomnia, and short sleep causes increased pain. 11, 13 Although these relationships have been shown in noncancer patient populations, they would be expected to extend to cancer patients.
Awareness of the common co-occurrence of cancer-related symptoms has led to emerging research on a set of symptoms, or symptom cluster, rather than individual symptoms in isolation. A symptom cluster has been defined as a group of symptoms that are interrelated but do not necessarily share a common etiology.
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ScieNtific iNveStigAtioNS
Study objectives: To evaluate the relation among several symptoms that occur commonly in cancer patients: trouble sleeping, fatigue/ sleepiness, depressed mood, and pain in a large cohort of cancer patients undergoing treatment in a community oncology practice. Methods: Demographic, clinical, and patient reported outcomes data from 11,445 cancer patients undergoing treatment in a large community oncology practice were analyzed using structural equation modeling. The data were split so that a model was constructed using half of the patients; this model was then cross-validated on the remaining patients.
Results: Fatigue was best represented as a latent variable, and significant direct effects were found for trouble sleeping, depressed mood, and pain. Also, there were significant indirect effects of these variables on fatigue. have received notable attention as a symptom cluster. 3, 4, 14, 15 One study found that a subgroup of outpatients who reported high levels on all symptoms in the cluster reported the lowest quality of life scores. 3 Another study found a 3-way interaction between pain, fatigue, and insomnia, with no significant change when covariates of age, comorbidities, and stage of cancer were added. 4 Understanding how these common symptoms affect quality of life and treatment outcome in the context of cancer is important but difficult.
While previous research has focused on the identification of a symptom cluster or subgroup of patients with a specific symptom profile, the relationship among these symptoms in the context of cancer remains unclear. Small sample sizes typically limit the statistical analyses that can be conducted to examine the potential effects of one variable on another. However, when adequate sample sizes are available, structural equation modeling (SEM) provides a framework for simultaneously examining the relationship among many variables. This includes modeling of causal relations among variables, examination of direct and indirect effects, modeling of variables as latent or observed, and testing of competing models. 16, 17 Employing SEM to examine data from a large sample of cancer patients could yield important insights into the causal relationships among variables in a symptom cluster.
To our knowledge, SEM has not been previously used to investigate the relationship among insomnia, fatigue, pain, and depressed mood in cancer, particularly with a cross-section of patients such as reported in this study. Therefore, the aim of this paper was to examine the relationship among these variables in a sample of patients with cancer, heterogeneous with respect to tumor type and stage of treatment, using SEM. This analysis was intended to be exploratory, and specifically to evaluate the interrelationships among these specific symptoms to develop a causal model to inform further research in this area.
MetHoDS

Participants
Cross-sectional patient-reported outcomes from 11,445 consecutive patients evaluated at the West Clinic in Memphis, Tennessee, were analyzed in the present study. Patients completed the Patient Care Monitor as a standard part of their clinical care.
Measures
The Patient Care Monitor (PCM; Supportive Oncology Services, Memphis, TN) is a validated software package assessing oncology-related patient symptoms, using an 11-point Likert scale (Figure 1) . 17, 18 Each item has anchors displayed with each numeral as follows: 0: Not a problem, 1-3: Mild problem, 4-6: Moderate problem, 7-9: Severe problem, and 10: As bad as possible. This instrument is administered routinely to patients at each office visit through a tablet computer. The instrument assesses 86 individual symptoms and generates 6 indices that describe global function. The specific patient-reported symptoms extracted for analysis were depressed mood, trouble sleeping, physical pain, and 2 items addressing fatigue: tiredness/weakness and daytime sleepiness. The disease and demographic characteristics were age, gender, ethnicity, disease site (breast cancer, lung cancer, or other disease site), and recent chemotherapy administration (within past 30 days).
Data Analysis
Structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis was employed to examine the relations among patient reported outcomes and individual and disease characteristics. SEM is a general method that allows formulation and testing of a statistical model of the relations among variables. SEM is often described as causal modeling because the method typically examines the cause and effect relations among variables. A regression equation is a simple example of a causal model. SEM extends this simple causal model in 2 ways. First, it allows for simultaneous estimation of many regression equations, each controlling for other variables in the model. Second, it allows us to infer the existence of an unobserved (latent) variable from the pattern of correlations present among observed variables. For example, suppose we observe correlations among variables related to decreased enjoyment, hopelessness, and sadness. We might infer the presence of an underlying shared cause of these symptoms (depression) that accounts for the correlations among them. SEM allows us to model the presence of that underlying variable, and to examine its role as either a cause or an effect of other variables. A further strength of SEM is that, in addition to testing of individual coefficients, the overall model can be evaluated to assess its fit with the data.
In our application of SEM, the study sample of 11,445 patients was randomly split into training and validation halves, with all exploratory and model building analyses conducted on the training sample. Structural equation modeling was limited to complete cases, and this reduced the sample for this stage of the analysis to 9,504 cases. The training sample had 4,713 cases, and the model validation sample had 4,791 cases. Models were estimated using EQS version 6.1. Comparative fit index (CFI) and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) were employed as the primary criteria of model fit, with cutoff values of CFI > 0.95 and SRMR < 0.08 interpreted to indicate 20 Chi-square and degrees of freedom for the models are also reported. Disease site was modeled as 3-level, corresponding to breast cancer, lung cancer, or other disease site. Ethnicity was also modeled as 3-level, with patients coded as Caucasian, African American, or Other/unspecified ethnicity. For disease site and ethnicity, specific categories collapsed into other were either of low frequency or were shown in preliminary analysis to not significantly predict the study outcomes.
ReSultS
The demographics and clinical data are presented in Table  1 . Approximately three-fourths of the sample was female, and breast cancer was the most common tumor site. Over half the sample reported having trouble sleeping, with 26% reporting moderate or severe trouble sleeping (score ≥ 4 on PCM item).
Mean values from patient reported symptoms on the PCM are reported in Table 2 ; 21.9% of patients without trouble sleeping had recent chemotherapy, compared with 27.5% of patients with trouble sleeping who had recent therapy (p < 0.001). Compared to patients who reported no trouble sleeping, patients with moderate to severe trouble sleeping were significantly younger and reported significantly more fatigue, pain, and depressed mood (all p < 0.001).
A Path Diagram representing the model development results is shown in Figure 2 . As shown in the figure, fatigue was modeled as a latent variable, directly influenced by depressed mood, trouble sleeping, and physical pain, as well as by several demographic and disease characteristics. We examined a number of competing models of the relations among the patient reported outcomes, including models in which pain caused sleep problems rather than vice versa, and in which latent fatigue was modeled as a cause rather than an effect. Although the competing models were not nested (and therefore not statistically comparable), the model presented in Figure 2 appeared to be the best fitting among the models examined as indicated by fit indices. Overall model fit appeared quite good, Satorra-Bentler χ 2 (20, N = 4713) = 89.60, p < 0.001, CFI = 0.992, SRMR = 0.012. We also attempted to fit nonrecursive models of the role of pain, given its plausible role as an effect and also a cause of depressed mood, sleep difficulty, and fatigue. However, despite inclusion of instrumental variables, the models appeared underidentified, and the estimation failed to converge.
In addition to the direct effects among depressed mood, trouble sleeping, physical pain, and fatigue, we also tested for the presence of indirect effects with the Sobel test of mediation within EQS version 6.1. 21 Results of these analyses indicated that in addition to the significant direct effects shown in Figure  2 , the effect of depressed mood on physical pain is mediated by trouble sleeping, the effect of trouble sleeping on fatigue is mediated by physical pain, and the effect of depressed mood on fatigue is mediated by trouble sleeping and physical pain. Indeed, the analysis indicates that less than half of the effect of depressed mood on fatigue is direct. Over half of the effect is carried by trouble sleeping and by pain. These indirect effects were all significant at p < 0.05.
Cross-validation of this model with the validation sample supported the fit of the model to the data, χ 2 (20, N = 4791) = 116.47, p < 0.001, CFI = 0.990, SRMR = 0.013. Individual model parameters varied only slightly from the model shown in Figure 2 ; the most notable change was that the effect of sex on fatigue-already a very small effect in the training sampledropped to nonsignificance in the validation sample. The direction, magnitude, and significance of other parameters were essentially unchanged.
DiScuSSioN
The present study examined the relationship between trouble sleeping, depressed mood, pain, and fatigue in a large sample of patients with cancer, as measured with a standardized, validated, self-report instrument. As expected, trouble sleeping was found to occur commonly in patients with cancer, and was associated with significantly increased fatigue, pain, and depressed mood. While this is not surprising, systematic measurement of sleep parameters has often been neglected in studies of cancerrelated fatigue. A consensus statement recommended routine evaluation of sleep disorders after review of the literature in this area. through increasing pain and trouble sleeping. Based on this finding, an intervention targeting depressed mood would be expected to improve several downstream symptoms-fatigue, trouble sleeping, and pain. This is not to say that other symptoms should be ignored, but only to state that an aggressive program targeting a single symptom would be predicted to have more widespread benefit if depressed mood were the target. This is potentially very important as pain management is critically important in this population, and a complete understanding of relevant factors driving pain ratings will lead to better management programs. This finding illustrates the increased explanatory power available with SEM, and the importance of considering multiple symptoms simultaneously to more fully appreciate the complexity of the interrelationships of these symptoms. A remaining question is the extent to which patients with cancer experience fatigue versus daytime sleepiness. Items assessing both domains were included in the present study, but it is well known that patients (and even occasional researchers) interchange these two constructs. 24 Most patients will interpret a question about feeling "tired" in the same way as a question about feeling "sleepy." Both items were included in our analysis, and as expected, these items were very highly inter-correlated. Future work in this area will need more complex measures of sleepiness to distinguish between fatigue and daytime sleepiness in cancer populations.
Sample size was a particular strength of this study. Nevertheless, there are several limitations that should be considered. We limited the analysis to one observation per patient. Inclusion of multiple observations per patient would have allowed for There were moderate to strong associations among depressed mood, pain, trouble sleeping, and fatigue in this sample. In the best fitting model, the SEM analysis showed that trouble sleeping led to increased ratings of pain. The relation between pain and sleep often has been assumed to be reciprocal-pain can lead to disturbed sleep, and vice versa. 23 In the present study, a model of reciprocal causation could not be fit to the data, and models in which pain caused trouble sleeping rather than vice versa fit less well than the model as specified in Figure 2 . However, an implication of the present data is that attenuation of trouble sleeping will improve pain control in patients with cancer.
The analysis led to an unexpected finding regarding the role of age. In contrast to the general population, younger age was associated with increased trouble sleeping in patients with cancer. This may reflect that the causes of sleep disturbance in these patients are related to disease-and treatment-related factors, as opposed to being an expected consequence of healthy aging. This is supported by the finding in these data that recent administration of chemotherapy was also associated with increased trouble sleeping. Younger patients would be expected to have a better performance status, and therefore are more likely to receive more aggressive chemotherapy than an older patient with a poorer performance status. Therefore, younger patients may be exposed to more treatment-related toxicity. Future research will need to control for performance status, as well as use of specific chemotherapy drugs and regimens.
Fatigue ratings were found to increase with increases in trouble sleeping, depressed mood, and pain. While depressed mood acted directly to increase fatigue, it also acted indirectly examination of change over time within patient. The analysis also did not control for when assessments were made relative to diagnosis, although some symptoms plausibly would vary over time. An additional consideration is that only two indicators of fatigue were available for analysis. This was sufficient to statistically identify the structural equation model, but additional indicators of fatigue would have been preferable. Finally, it is plausible that bidirectional causal influences exist among depressed mood, trouble sleeping, pain, and fatigue. However, these effects could not be modeled with the available data. As a result, the model presented here should be interpreted as fitting the data very well, but not as ruling out the possibility of reciprocal causation or feedback loops among the variables in question.
In summary, these data demonstrate significant interrelationships between several common symptoms in cancer patients: fatigue, depressed mood, trouble sleeping, and pain. Structural equation modeling in a large cohort of cancer patients found that depressed mood, trouble sleeping, and pain all exert a direct influence on fatigue ratings. Additionally, increases in depressed mood and/or trouble sleeping lead to increased pain. Since quality of life for patients with cancer is very much affected by these symptoms, interventions aimed at depressed mood and trouble sleeping would be expected to improve both pain and fatigue in this patient population.
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